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Test 1 Listen i ng 
Part 1 

- 5 questions -

Listen and draw lines. There is one example. 

Ann 

DO 
DO 

Jane Daisy Paul 

4 

Jill Sam Kim 



Part 2 
- 5 questions -

Listen and write. There is one example. 

Sports For All! 

Every Day After Class! 

Name: Tom Baker 

Age: 

1 Favourite Sport: 

Class: 

2 Teacher: Mr ........................ . 

Address: 3 High Street 

3 Green 

~-------------------------------------- - -----------------------------------------------

4 Things to bring: 

water 

sweater 

5 

5 



Part 3 
- 5 questions -

What did Kim do last week? 

Listen and draw a line from the day to the correct picture. 

There is one example. 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 
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Part 4 
- 5 questions -

Listen and tick (tI') the box. There is one example. 

Which is Daisy's sister? 
~--------------~ 

A ~ c D 

1 How does Jack go to school? 
~--------------~ 

c D 
2 What did Sally do at the weekend? 

c D 
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3 Which book does Mary want to find? 

c D 

4 What can Peter see from his window? 
~--------------~ 

c D 

5 Where does Jane want to go? 

c D 
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Part 5 
- 5 questions -

Listen and colour and draw. There is one example. 
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Reading & Writing 
Part 1 

- 6 questions -

Look and read. Choose the correct words and write them on the lines. 
There is one example. 

a moon a kitchen 

stars boxes 

a tooth brush a bathroom 

bottles bowls 
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Example 

This is where you eat your breakfast. 

Questions 

1 You see these above you at night. 

2 You eat soup out of these. 

3 You can put drinks in these to take 
on a picnic. 

4 This is big and sometimes round, 
and you see it at night. 

5 You can wash your hands and face 
in here. 

6 People use one of these to clean 
their teeth. 

11 
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Part 2 
- 6 questions -

Look and read. Write yes or no. There are two examples. 

Examples 

The mother is eating a sandwich. ue..s . ............ ~ .................. . 

The boy has got some green shoes. nO 
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Questions 

1 A frog is jumping out of the river. 

2 There are four apples on the blanket. 

3 Some rabbits are playing with a ball in 
the river. 

4 There's a crocodile behind the dog. 

5 There are six mountains in the picture. 

6 The man's holding a drink. 
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Part 3 
- 6 questions -

Read the text and choose the best answer. There is one example . 

Example 

Ann: Are those new shoes Jane? 

Jane: 

Questions 

1 Ann: 

Jane: 

A Yes, they do. 

® Yes, they are. 

C Yes, they're shoes. 

Where did you find them? 

A Yes, in town. 

B Last week. 

C In a shop in town. 

14 
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2 Ann: Was it a good shop? 

Jane: A Yes, well. 

3 Ann: 

B Yes, very. 

e Yes, good. 

Do you go shopping a lot? 

Jane: A Every weekend! 

4 Ann: 

B All weekends! 

e Last weekend! 

And what do you buy? 

Jane: A I like buying clothes. 

5 Ann: 

B I'd like to buy clothes. 

e I liked buying clothes. 

Would you like to go shopping this weekend? 

Jane: A I like to. 

B I'd love to. 

e I'd want to. 

6 Ann: Where shall I see you? 

Jane: A At the station. 

B On the station. 

e To the station. 
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Part 4 
- 7 questions -

Read the story. Choose a word from the box. Write the correct word 
next to numbers 1-6. There is one example. 

Last week our class went to a farm in the .. ~??~0~r::!;J::>j0-.~ .. for the day. 

It was a beautiful (1) ............................ day and everyone talked and 

(2) ............................ on the bus. 

The farm was next to a big field with (3) ............................ in it. We were 

all very hungry, so we had a picnic next to a lake. In the afternoon, the 

(4) ............................ showed us his dog, Sam. Sam helped him find the 

sheep and we helped feed the chickens. Then we saw some horses and we 

wanted to ride them, but they were very (5) ............................ . 

Before we caught the bus home we went to the farm shop, I bought a 

present for my sister. 

Today at school our teacher told us to (6) ............................ stories about 

our day on the farm. This is mine! 

16 



example 

write 

(7) Now choose the best name for the story. 

Tick one box. 

The farmer's day D 
How animals live D 
Going to the farm D 

17 
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Part 5 
- 10 questions -

look at the pictures and read the story. Write some words to complete 
the sentences about the story. You can use 1, 2 or 3 words. 

Tom's birthday 

My name's Tom and yesterday it was my birthday. I was nine and I 
got a lot of presents. Mum took pictures when I opened them. I got 
a red football and a blue sweater I my favourite colour! But my 
favourite present was a new bike. It's great. Myoid bike was small 
so I didn't like it. 

Examples 

Y d · TOrr/.5 b' hd ester ay It was......................... Irt ay. 

Tom was ......... 0~~~ ......... years old. 

Questions 

1 Tom's Mum ........................... pictures when Tom opened his presents. 

2 One of Tom's presents was a red ........................... . 

3 Tom didn't like his old bike because it was ........................... . 

18 



OPENIN(, 
,\,1'\£.5 --. ___ .......... ~~::?=r--l ....,)~'-' -- - - ------
~ --. 

So after school I went to the swimming pool with three friends. 
When we got there we didn't want to swim at first because the water 
was very cold, but when we did we had great fun. Then Mum shouted, 
'Time to go home!' so we had a shower and got dressed quickly. 

4 After school Tom went to the swimming pool with ................... .... .... . 

5 At first the water was cold so they ........ ................... to swim. 

6 When they got out of the pool they went for a ......................... . . 
before they got dressed. 

19 



Then we went to my house and played games in my bedroom. When 
we went into the kitchen, there was a beautiful big cake on the table. 
I liked the clown on the top! We ate the cake and played again and 
then at nine o'clock my friends said goodbye. It was nice but next 
year I'd like a big party so all my friends can come! 

7 When they got to Tom's house they ........................... in his bedroom. 

8 Downstairs in ........................... there was a nice cake on the table. 

9 It was ........................... when Tom's friends left his house. 

10 Tom wants to have ........................... with all his friends next year. 
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Part 6 
- 5 questions -

Read the text and the example. Choose the right words and write them 
on the lines. 

The Library 

Example The library is a good place to be on a wet day. ........................ 

You can find the answers to all your.questions there. 

1 When you want to know ........................ about the world 

you live in, there are a lot of books to read. You can learn 

about mountains, rivers, animals or the stars. 

2 You can ........................ the books home with you for three 

weeks. The library is a great place to do your homework 

3 ........................ it is always very quiet so try 

4 ........................ to talk loudly when you are there. 

Some libraries have a shop and you can buy things 

5 ........................ pens and maps there. There's sometimes a 

cafe. Try to go to the library more often! 

Example on In at 

1 something nothing sometimes 

2 take took taking 

3 so or because 

4 not no now 

5 like of on 

21 
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Test 2 Listening 
Part 1 

- 5 questions -

Listen and draw lines. There is one example. 

Lucy Daisy Fred Peter Tom Sally Jane 
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Part 2 
- 5 questions -

Listen and write. There is one example. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Play World Park 

Your age: eleven 

Day you came: 

Favourite ride: ........................ boat 

Cafe 

Did you go? L..Ie..s ......... ~ ............ . 

What did you eat? 

Name of your teacher: Mr ........................ . 

Time you left park: 

Thank you for helping us. We hope you come to Play 
World Park again soon! 

27 



Part 3 
- 5 questions -

What did Paul do last week? 

Listen and draw a line from the day to the correct picture. 

There is one example. 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

28 



Part 4 
- 5 questions -

listen and tick (v) the box. There is one example. 

Which is Vicky's teacher? 

1 What hasn't Jim got with him? 

cD 
2 Where's the station? 

cD 
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3 What did Jack do last night? 

c D 

4 Which is Sue's homework? 

c D 

5 Which is Nick's book? 

c D 
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Part 5 
- 5 questions -

listen and colour and write. There is one example. 

31 



Reading & Writing 
Part 1 

- 6 questions -

Look and read. Choose the correct words and write them on the lines. 
There is one example. 

a cloud a hospital 

teeth a rainbow 

a library ears 

shoulders a bank 
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Example 

You go here when you want some money. 

Questions 

1 This can be grey or white. Rain comes 
from it. 

2 People go here when they are not 
very well. 

3 These are on your head. You listen 
with them. 

4 You see this when the sun comes 
after the rain. 

5 You can read books here or take them 

home to read. 

6 These are in your mouth and they 
are white. 

33 
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Part 2 
- 6 questions -

Look and read. Write yes or no. There are two examples. 

Examples 

There is a man fishing. Lle..s . ............ ~ .................. . 

There are four fish in the water. nO 

34 



Questions 

1 There is a pirate having a wash. 

2 There are some oranges in the trees. 

3 One of the pirates is holding a box of 
treasure. 

4 The pirate with no hair has got a banana. 

5 The red boat is on an island. 

6 The young boy is looking at a map. 

35 



Part 3 
- 6 questions -

Read the text and choose the best answer. There is one example. 

Example 

Fred: Do you play football Jim? 

Jim: A Yes, I like 

® Yes, I do. 
e Yes, please. 

Questions 

1 Fred: Where do you play? 

Jim: A At the sports centre. 

B To the sports centre. 

e On the sports centre. 
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2 Fred: (an I come and watch you? 

Jim: A Yes, I like that. 

3 Fred: 

B Yes, I liked that. 

( Yes, I'd like that. 

I've got some tickets for the game on Saturday. 

Jim: A Yes you have! 

4 Fred: 

B Wow that's great! 

( You get them! 

Do you want to come with me? 

Jim: A I'm sorry I can't. 

B I'm sorry I didn't. 

( I'm sorry I haven't. 

5 Fred: Oh dear! Why not? 

Jim: A I could go out with my family. 

B I've got to go out with my family. 

( I went out with my family. 

6 Fred: Have a good day then! 

Jim: A OK. Us too! 

B OK. Me too! 

( OK. You too! 

37 



Part 4 
- 7 questions -

Read the story. Choose a word from the box. Write the correct word 
next to numbers 1-6. There is one example. 

Last year I went to a beautiful place with my family. Dad took us in the 

Th N)ou.ntain,s· h f II . . t b' I k car. ere were ......................... Wit water a s gOing In 0 a Ig a e. 

There weren't any boats on the lake, because it was very 

(1) ............................ . 

But there were people skating, so my sister and I put on hats, 

(2) ............................ , coats and skates. Then we tried to skate. We 

weren't very good and we went slowly and carefully, but it was 

exciting! Dad took pictures with his (3) ............................ . 

At about 6 o'clock, Mum and Dad took us to a cafe in a small 

(4) ............................ near the lake, because we were very hungry and 

we (5) ............................ fish and chips. What a good day! 

When I went to school again on Monday, I showed the 

(6) ............................ to my teacher and the children in my class. 

38 



example 

rnOu.nta i n.5 pnoto.5 

ate 

(7) Now choose the best name for the story. 

Tick one box. 

Skating in the mountains D 
Skating at school D 
Skating with friends D 

39 
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Part 5 
- 10 questions -

Look at the pictures and read the story. Write some words to complete 
the sentences about the story. You can use 1, 2 or 3 words. 

Lost in the forest 

Hello. I'm Ben. Last week I went for a picnic with Mum and Dad, my 
older brother, John and my dog, Bouncer. Dad stopped the car in a 
field and Mum and Dad put a blanket down. Then we carried the food 
and drink from the car. We ate chicken and cheese sandwiches and 
drank lemonade and Bouncer had sausages - his favourite food. Mum 
and Dad started to read their books and Bouncer went to sleep. It 
was all very boring! 

Examples 
I I 

Ben went for a ....... P./~0J~ ........ with his Mum and Dad last week. 

Ben has a dog called ..... ~P0-.0~.~~ ...... 

Questions 

1 Ben's Dad stopped the car in ............................ . 

2 The family ate sandwiches and ............................ lemonade. 

3 After the picnic, Tom's dog ............................ to sleep. 
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,,\\/ 
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John and I found a map in the car and went for a walk in the forest. 
We walked and walked. Then we looked at the map carefully but it 
was difficult to read and we didn't know how to go back to Mum and 
Dad. Then we were afraid. We shouted and shouted .. . but nothing! 
So we sat under some trees and waited. It was terrible! 

4 The children wanted to have .......... ...... .. .......... in the forest. 

5 The children were .......... ........... ... .... because they didn't know how 
to find their parents. 

6 They sat and ......... .. ......... ........ for their Mum and Dad under some 
trees. 

41 



And then Bouncer came to find us. He knew how to go back to Mum 
and Dad so he went first and showed us where they were. Clever boy! 
Mum and Dad were very happy when they saw us. They took us to a 
cafe for tea. I had a big cake and John had a bowl of ice-cream. And 
they bought a present for Bouncer - a new ball! John and I don't go for 
walks in the forest now! 

7 The dog helped the children to ............................ to their parents. 

8 Then they all went to ............................ to have some tea. 

9 Ben's brother ate a ............................ . 

10 Ben's parents vvanted to give the dog a present so they got 
............................ for him. 

42 



Part 6 
- 5 questions -

Read the text and the example. Choose the right words and write them 
on the lines. 

Example 

Animal Families 

Animals are all very different: an elephant is very big, a mouse 

is very small with a long tail and a giraffe is very tall with a 

long neck. 

There are.. different kinds of animal and we 

can put these animals into families. There are birds which come 

from eggs and can fly. And some animals have bodies with 

1 shells on backs. 

Animals eat a lot of different things. A lion likes meat, a panda 

2 loves plants and leaves and a monkey ... ..................... fruit 

and vegetables. And they live in different places: bears like the 

mountains, tigers and sna~eslive in the jungle. 

3 Then there are lizards and frogs ........................ live in lakes 

4 and rivers when they are young ........................ come out of 

5 the water when they are .. ... .. ....... .. ....... .. And there are fish 

that live in water all the time. 

Example IS are were 

1 our his their 

2 eats eat ate 

3 which what when 

4 because but or 

5 oldest younger older 
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Test 3 Listening 
Part 1 

- 5 questions -

Listen and draw lines. There is one example. 

Vicky Tom John Anna Bill Kim 

.. r", .. " 
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Part 2 
- 5 questions -

Listen and write. There is one example. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

New Start Sports Centre 
Party Time! 

Kind of party: aarne.s. h II •••••• ...J •••••••••••••••• In sports a 

Name of parent: Mrs ........................ . 

Day of party: ........................ at 4 pm 

Number of children: 

Food: ........................ and chips 

Drink: 

49 



Part 3 
- 5 questions -

What did Jack do last week? 

Listen and draw a line from the day to the correct picture. 

There is one example. 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

50 



Part 3 
- 5 questions -

What did Jack do last week? 

Listen and draw a line from the day to the correct picture. 

There is one example. 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

50 



Part 4 
- 5 questions -

listen and tick (v) the box. There is one example. 

Which is Bill's uncle? 

c La 

1 Which is Sally's baby cousin? 

c D 
2 What's Fred doing after school? 

c D 
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3 What did Paul do in the holidays? 

c D 

4 Which clowns did Anna see? 

c D 

5 Where's Jim's DVD game? 

cD 
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Part 5 
- 5 questions -

Listen and colour and draw. There is one example. 

53 



Reading & Writing 
Part 1 

- 6 questions -

look and read. Choose the correct words and write them on the lines. 
There is one example. 

a kite a cough 

a moustache a leaf 

earache a fan 

a beard grass 
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Example 

Children play with this in the park when 
it is windy. 

Questions 

1 Hair on a man's face between his 
nose and mouth. 

2 Horses and cows like eating this. 
It is green. 

3 You can get this when you listen to 
loud music. 

4 People hold this and wave it when 
they are hot. 

5 Some men have this on their face 
below their mouths. 

6 You can find this on a plant or a tree. 

55 
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Part 2 
- 6 questions -

Look and read. Write yes or no. There are two examples. 

Examples 

There are four sheep in the picture. .......... ... l:J~~ ..... ... ...... . 

The door of the house is closed. nO 

56 



Questions 

1 The farmer is carrying a box of carrots. 

2 The kangaroo on the grass is crying. 

3 There is a kitten in the tree. 

4 The woman is standing in front of the 
house. 

5 The girl in the tree is wearing a pink dress. 

6 The boy has got curly hair. 

• 
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Part 3 
- 6 questions -

Read the text and choose the best answer. There is one example. 

(' ( 

I ii' /' 

Example 

Anna: Mum! Where are you? 

Mum: A To your bedroom. 

® In your bedroom. 

C At your bedroom. 

Questions 

1 Anna: What are you doing? 

Mum: A I paint. 

B I'm painting. 

C I painted. 
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2 Anna: Oh, the cupboard looks nice. When did you start? 

Mum: A This morning. 

B That morning. 

( The morning. 

3 Anna: (an I help you? 

Mum: A Yes, you do. 

B Yes, you can. 

( Yes, you help. 

4 Anna: Shall I paint the walls? 

Mum: A No, don't go there. 

B No, don't tell me. 

( No, don't do that. 

5 Anna: Why not? 

Mum: A I like cleaning them first. 

B I cleaned them first. 

( I'd like to clean them first. 

6 Anna: OK. Shall I get some water then? 

Mum: A Yes, thank you. 

B Yes, you do. 

( Yes, I want. 
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Part 4 
- 7 questions -

Read the story. Choose a word from the box. Write the correct word 
next to numbers 1-6. There is one example. 

L k f .. house H' ast wee my avounte COUSin came to our.......................... IS 

name's Peter. He's got a big motorbike and one afternoon he said 'Come 

for a ride with me Nick!' 

We put on jeans, scarves, black (1) ............................ and funny hats! 

Then Peter and I looked at the map and off we went. It was a 

(2) ............................ day and Peter drove quickly. I held on to Peter and 

the motorbike climbed up into the mountains. It was very exciting. 

Peter (3) ............................ to some goats below us. They looked very 

(4) ............................ . 

It was beautiful at the top. We put the motorbike under a tree and sat 

down on a (5) ............................ to eat our picnic. We had 

(6) ............................ , lemonade and oranges. Then Peter looked at his 

watch. It was late so we got on the motorbike and went home. 
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example 

I '.stened jac..k.et.s 

pOinted w ind.:) 

blank.et .sandw Ic..ne.s .small 

(7) Now choose the best nome for the story. 

Tick one box. 

A windy day D 
Late for bed D 
An exciting afternoon D 
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Part 5 
- 10 questions -

Look at the pictures and read the story. Write some words to complete 
the sentences about the story. You can use 1, 2 or 3 words. 

Friends go to the cinema 

My name's Mary and my best friend is Vicky. Last Saturday Vicky 
phoned me and said, 'Shall we go and see the film Shark Story?' So 
I said, 'Yes please.' She told me to see her at the cinema and I said, 
'OK.' I was very excited. I washed my hair and got dressed. 
Then I got in Mum's car and she took me to the cinema. 

Example 

Vicky ...... p.h~r:!~0. ...... Mary last Saturday. 

They decided to see a film called .. . ~h9:r.~. ~~~~!;i ... 

Questions 

1 Vicky told Mary to ............................ at the cinema. 

2 Before Mary went to the cinema she ............................ her hair and 
got dressed. 

3 Mary went to the cinema in her Mum's ............................ . 
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There were a lot of people outside the cinema. I waited and waited 
there but I didn't see Vicky. So I went into the cinema because the 
film started at three o'clock, bought an ice-cream and found a place 
to sit. The film was great but I was sad that Vicky wasn't there. 

4 Mary waited outside the cinema but she ............................ her 
friend. 

5 Before Mary found a place to sit in the cinema she ........................... . 
an ice-cream. 

6 Mary was ............................ because her friend wasn't at the cinema. 
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--------~- - -

After the film, the first person I saw was Vicky! I said, 'Where were 
you?/ and she answered, 'I came after the film started so I sat 
behind you.' Then we went to a cafe and had burger and chips. We 
talked about the film and then Mum came to take us home. 'Shall we 
go and see another film next week?' Vicky asked me. 'OK,' I said, 'but 
you must sit with me!' Vicky laughed. 

7 Vicky was ............................ Mary saw after the film. 

8 Mary didn't see Vicky in the cinema because Vicky ........................... . 
her. 

9 In the cafe, Vicky and Mary ............................ the film. 

10 The girls said that they would go and ............................ film next 
week. 
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Part 6 
- 5 questions -

Read the text and the example. Choose the right words and write them 
on the lines. 

How to take a good photograph 

Example Children of all ages love cameras. It's easy to ........................ 

pick one up and take a picture. 

1 But you want to take a good picture ......................... do 

you do? Point your camera carefully before you take the 

picture. For example, when you are taking a picture of your 

2 sister, ........................ you see the top of her head? Is 

3 ........................ something behind her? Do you want it in 

4 your picture? Asking ........................ questions helps you to 

take a good photograph. 

And you must think about the weather. A sunny day is best. 

5 But ........................ is the sun? For the best pictures the sun 

must be behind you. 

Example loving love loved 

1 Why How What 

2 can want did 

3 it this there 

4 this that these 

5 where when which 
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Test 4 Listening 
Part 1 

- 5 questions -

Listen and draw lines. There is one example. 

Alex May Lucy Sally Paul Mary Tom 

i1 ~ B = =. 

~ 
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Part 2 
- 5 questions -

Listen and write. There is one example. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Write an English 

Number of words: 

Story about: 

Give homework to 
teacher after the: 

Teacher's name: 

Homework 

..stor!J ........................ 

a good party or 

favourite ....................... . 

Mr ........................ . 

5 Learn about .................... .... for test 
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Part 3 
- 5 questions -

What did Daisy do last week? 

Listen and draw a line from the day to the correct picture. 

There is one example. 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 
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Part 4 
- 5 questions -

listen and tick (v) the box. There is one example. 

Which animals did Kim see at the zoo? 

A[a c D 

1 Which cake did Lucy buy for her Dad? 

c D 
2 Which boy is Alex? 

c D 
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3 What did Ben wear for the party? 

cD 

4 What did Fred see in the park? 

cD 

5 What's Mary doing? 

cD 
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Part 5 
- 5 questions -

Listen and colour and write. There is one example. 
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Reading & Writing 
Part 1 

- 6 questions -

Look and read. Choose the correct words and write them on the lines. 
There is one example. 

salad 

stairs 

a basement 

a flat 
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fruit 

vegetables 
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a lift 



Example 

Apples, oranges and bananas are examples 
of this. 

Questions 

1 This takes you upstairs or downstairs 
when you don't want to walk. 

2 People live in this. It is often on one floor. 

3 You can sit outside your house on a 
sunny day and have a drink here. 

4 Farms have fields with these in them. 
They are good for you. 

5 The part of the house that is under 
the ground. 

6 You walk up or down these to get to 
another floor. 
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Part 2 
- 6 questions -

look and read. Write yes or no. There are two examples. 

Examples 

The monsters have got cameras. ............ . ;j~.-7' ..... ......... . 

There are three children watching TV. nO . .......... . ..................... . 
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Questions 

1 The baby can see some monsters outside. 

2 There are three bats in the picture. 

3 The monster with the hat is pointing to 
the TV. 

4 There is a girl sitting on a chair in the 
bedroom. 

5 There is a lamp on the table in the 
living room. 

6 The girl with the pink skirt is singing. 
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Part 3 
- 6 questions -

Read the text and choose the best answer. There is one example. 

Example 

Bill: Hi, May. How are you? 

May: A Not today. 

B Not at all. 

© Not very well. 

Questions 

1 Bill: What's the matter? 

May: A I've got stomach-ache. 

B I had stomach-ache. 

C I got stomach-ache. 
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2 Bill: Are you going to the doctor's? 

May: A Yes, it's the doctor's. 

3 Bill: 

B Yes, but not today. 

( Yes, you can go. 

(an I help you with your homework? 

May: A Yes, I can't help it. 

B Yes, I can't spell it. 

( Yes, I can't do it. 

4 Bill: What homework have you got? 

May: A Only English. 

B That's English. 

( The English. 

5 Bill: OK, where's your book? 

May: A But it is. 

B Here it is. 

( Yes it is. 

6 Bill: Oh! This looks easy! 

May: A No, it wasn't! 

B No, it doesn't! 

( No, it hasn't! 
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Part 4 
- 7 questions -

Read the story. Choose a word from the box. Write the correct word 
next to numbers 1-6. There is one example. 

Last Saturday I went to ........ ~~~.~ ........ with my friend Lucy. The bus 

stopped near a music shop, so we went there first. I bought two 

(1) : .............................. Then Lucy wanted a new T shirt to wear for a 

(2) .............................. , so we went to a clothes shop and found a 

nice one. 

After that I got a (3) .............................. for Mum. It was a beautiful 

plant. Then we caught the bus home. When I got home I gave Mum the 

plant and she liked it, but then she said 'Where's your 

(4) .............................. l' And I thought 'Oh no! It's on the bus'. 

Mum drove to the bus (5) .............................. very quickly and found the 

bus. The driver (6) .............................. at us. 'Here you are!' he said. Mum 

was so happy she gave the driver a flower! 
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example 

town -friencLs 

walked CD.s 

pre.sent .sr() i led 

(7) Now choose the best name for the story. 

Tick one box. 

A terrible day D 
A good day D 
A quiet day D 
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Part 5 
- 10 questions -

look at the pictures and read the story. Write some words to complete 
the sentences about the story. You can use 1, 2 or 3 words. 

The new house 

~ 
/ 

My name's Jack and I live with my Mum and Dad and my younger 
sister, Daisy. She's five. Last week we moved to a new house. Dad 
said 'It's got a great garden'. Daisy was very excited. But I didn't 
want to go because my best friend lived in the house next to ours. 

Example 

J k" D" -five Id ac s sister, aISY, IS ......................... years 0 . 

Jack and Daisy ..... ':0~~~0.-.. ~.t? ..... a new house last week. 

Questions 

1 Dad liked the ............................ at the new house. 

2 Jack ............................ to go to the new house. 

3 Jack's ............................ lived in the house next to his. 
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So, last Saturday a big truck came to our house. Two men carried our 
things to the truck and three boxes of my toys and all my comics. 
They dropped my camera. They had sandwiches, talked and laughed 
and then they closed the doors of the truck. Then there was nothing 
in our house. I was sad and Daisy cried but I didn't. 

4 The men carried Jack's toys and comics to the truck in 

5 The men ................... ..... .... and laughed when they had their 
sandwiches. 

6 Jack's sister .......... ........ .......... when all their things were in the truck. 
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Dad drove us to our new house. It was a big house in the countryside. 
Mum went in and shouted, 'Jack come and see your new bedroom.' I 
ran upstairs. My room was at the top of the house. I looked out of 
the window and saw a field with sheep and cows in it. Then I looked at 
the house next to ours. It had a swimming pool and there was a boy in 
it - my new friend! 

7 Dad drove to the new house in ............................ . 

8 Jack ............................ to see his new bedroom. 

9 Jack looked out of his bedroom window ............................ of the 
house. 

10 There was a boy in ............................ in the house next to Jack's. 
Jack was happy. 
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Part 6 
- 5 questions -

Read the text and the example. Choose the right words and write them 
on the lines. 

Maps 

Example Different maps ......... !::~.'! ......... us different things. A map 

of the world can teach us about different places. A road map 

shows us how we can go from one place to another. 

1 ........................ also shows the towns and villages where 

2 people live. You can see where the station is ...................... .. 

a town and where the mountains are. Lakes and rivers are 

3 coloured blue and ........................ you see green on a map, 

that means you can find trees there. Then you can learn to 

4 draw maps. They can tell your friends ........................ your 

5 house is. Or you could hide ........................ in the house or 

garden and make a treasure map. Maps can be very exciting! 

Example tell telling told 

1 He It They 

2 In on next 

3 why which when 

4 how where what 

5 sometimes something nothing 
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VI 
Q) 
c 
0 
+-' 
C 
Q) 
~ 

Q) 
'+-
'+-
£:) 

Q) 
.s::. 
+-' 

\ 
"'C 
C 

u... 
\ 
\ 
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Movers Vocabulary List 

Students at this level are also expected to be familiar with all 
the words in the YLE Starters Vocabulary List which can be 
found in the Cambridge YLE Tests handbook. 

n = noun 
num = number 
pron = pronoun 

A 
about prep 
above prep 
address n 
afraid adj 
after prep 
age n 
all adj + pron + det 
all right int 
a lot adv 
a lot of det 
always adv 
another adj 
any adj + det 
apartment n (flat) 
aunt n 
awake adj 

B 
back n 
bad adj 
badlyadv 
balcony n 
bank n 
basement n 
bat n 
be called v 
bear n 
beard n 
because conj 
before adv + prep 
below prep 
best adj 
better adj 
blanket n 
blond(e) adj 
blue adj 
board n 
boat n 

v = verb 
det = determiner 
int = interrogative 

adj = adjective 
adv = adverb 
dis = discourse marker 

body n 
book n 
bookcase n 
boring adj 
both det + pron 
bottle (of) n 
bottom n 
bounce v 
bowl (of) n 
box n 
boy n 
bread n 
breakfast n 
bring v 
brother n 
brown adj 
burger n 
bus n 
bus station n 
but conj 
buy v 
by prep 
bye (-bye) 

C 
cafe n 
careful(ly) adj (adv) 
carry v 
catch (a bus) v 
CD n 
cheese n 
choose v 
cinema n 
city n 
climb v 
cloud n 
cloudyadj 
clown n 
coat n 
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prep = preposition 
conj = conjunction 
inter = interjection 

coffee n 
cold adj + n 
come v 
comic n (USA comic 

book) 
cook v 
cough n 
country(side) n 
cousin n 
cry v 
cup (of) n 
curlyadj 

D 
Daisy n 
dance v 
daughter n 
difference n 
different adj 
difficult adj 
doctor n 
dolphin n 
down adv + prep 
downstairs adj 
dream n + v 
driver n 
drop v 

E 
earache n 
easyadj 
eighteen num 
eighth adj 
eleven num 
email v 
evening n 
every adj + det 
exciting adj 
excuse me int 



F 
fair adj 
famous adj 
fan n (paper or electric) 
farm n 
farmer n 
fat adj 
field n 
fifteen nurn 
fifth adj 
film n 
fine adj 
fine! inter 
first cidj + det 
fish v 
flat n 
floor (ground, 1 st, 2nd, 

3rd, etc.) n 
fly n 
forest n 
fourteen nurn 
fourth adj 
Fred n 
Friday n 
fruit n 

G 

get un/dressed v 
get up v 
glass (of) n 
go shopping v 
good morning/afternoon 
evening/night 
granddaughter n 
grandparent n 
grandson n 
grass n 
great! inter 
ground n + adj (floor) 
grown up n 

H 
have (got) to v 
have (a shower/wash) v 
headache n 
help v 
hide v 
holiday n 
home n 
homework n 

hop v 
hospital n 
hot adj 
how adv + int 
how about int 
how much adv + int 
how often adv + int 
hungry adj 
hurt v (My leg hurts. 

I hurt my leg) 

idea n 
in prep of time 
inside prep + adv 
island n 

J 
Jane n 
Jill n 
Jim n 
John n 
jungle n 

K 
kangaroo n 
kick n 
kind (type) n 
kitten n 

l 
lake n 
last adj + adv 
laugh v 
leaf/leaves n 
library n 
lift n (USA elevator) 
lion n 
look for v 
lose v 
a lot det + adv 
10ud(ly) adj (adv) 

M 
map n 
market n 
Mary n 
matter n (What's the 

matter?) 
mean v 
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mine pron 
mistake n 
Monday n 
moon n 
more adj + adv 
morning n 
most adj + adv 
mountain n 
moustache n 
move v 
music n 
must/must not/mustn't v 

N 
naughtyadj 
near adj + prep 
neck n 
need v 
never adv 
nineteen nurn 
ninth adj 
nothing pron 
nurse n 

o 
off adv 
often adv 
on adv 
on prep of time 
one pron 
onlyadv 
opposite prep 
ours pron 
out adv 
out of prep 
outside adv + prep 

P 
panda n 
parent n 
park n 
parrot n 
party n 
pasta n 
Paul n 
person/people n 
pet n 
Peter n 
picnic n 
pirate n 



place n stair(s) n U 
plant n star n uncle n 
playground n stomach n up adv + prep 
present n stomachache n upstairs adv 
puppy n straight adj 
put on v strong adj V 

Sunday n video n 
Q sunny adj village n 
quick(ly) adj (adv) supermarket n 
quiet(ly) adj (adv) surprised adj W 

sweater n wait v 
R swim n + v wake (up) v 
rabbit n swimming pool n walk n 
rain n + v wash n + v 
rainbow n T waterfall n 
river n take v weak adj 
road n take a bus v weather n 
rock n take pictures v Wednesday n 
round adj take off v (get week n 

undressed) weekend n 
5 tall adj well adj + adv 
sail v tea n wet adj 
salad n temperature n whale n 
Sally n tenth nurn what about int 
sandwich n terrible adj what's the matter? int 
Saturday n text n when adv 
scarf n than conj which pron 
second adj theirs pron why int 
seventeen nurn then conj + adv wind n 
seventh adj thin adj windyadj 
shall v thing n work n + v 
shark n think n world n 
shop n + v third adj worse adj 
shopping n thirsty adj worst adj 
shoulder n thirteen nurn would/n't (like) v 
shout v Thursday n wrong adj 
shower n ticket n 

(have a shower) v tired adj 

sixteen nurn tooth/teeth n X 
sixth adj toothache n (no words at this level) 
skate n + v toothbrush n 

skip v top n 

slow(ly) adj (adv) towel n y 
snow n + v town n 

yesterdoy n + adj 
something pron treasure n yours pron 
sometimes adv Tuesday n 

son n twelve nurn 

soup n twenty nurn Z 
sports centre n zoo n 
square adj + n 
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